The fracture properties of hydrogels which present similar characteristics to the Mullins effect is expected to decrease under repeated cyclic loading. Therefore, we assessed how cyclic loading affects the fracture behavior, the distribution of strain fields and the microstructure of hydrogel composites reinforced with nano-fibrillated cellulose fibers. Surprisingly, we observed that preloading before the creation of a crack in the hydrogel composite increased the fracture strength of pre-notched samples, while the corresponding fracture energy decreased. To understand this behavior, a digital image correlation analysis at the macro-and microscopic scale was performed to obtain local information on the strain field. In addition, the morphology of cellulose fibers was directly observed through fluorescence confocal microscopy before and after cyclic loading at different maximal applied strains. Microscopy results show that cyclic loading re-arrange the fiber network and relax local residual stresses in the hydrogel composite. The re-arrangement of the fiber network decreases the overall elastic modulus and correspondingly the fracture energy. However, this phenomenon helps the hydrogel composite to accommodate larger strains before the crack starts to propagate, which subsequently improves the fracture strength of pre-notched samples.
a b s t r a c t
The fracture properties of hydrogels which present similar characteristics to the Mullins effect is expected to decrease under repeated cyclic loading. Therefore, we assessed how cyclic loading affects the fracture behavior, the distribution of strain fields and the microstructure of hydrogel composites reinforced with nano-fibrillated cellulose fibers. Surprisingly, we observed that preloading before the creation of a crack in the hydrogel composite increased the fracture strength of pre-notched samples, while the corresponding fracture energy decreased. To understand this behavior, a digital image correlation analysis at the macro-and microscopic scale was performed to obtain local information on the strain field. In addition, the morphology of cellulose fibers was directly observed through fluorescence confocal microscopy before and after cyclic loading at different maximal applied strains. Microscopy results show that cyclic loading re-arrange the fiber network and relax local residual stresses in the hydrogel composite. The re-arrangement of the fiber network decreases the overall elastic modulus and correspondingly the fracture energy. However, this phenomenon helps the hydrogel composite to accommodate larger strains before the crack starts to propagate, which subsequently improves the fracture strength of pre-notched samples.
Introduction
Hydrogels are suitable biomaterials for a wide range of biomedical applications [1] such as drug delivery [2] , tissue engineering [3, Since the mechanical properties of conventional hydrogels are known to be relatively low [12] , more complex hydrogel structures such as dual crosslink hydrogels [13, 14] double network [15, 16] or hydrogel composites [17, 18] are employed to significantly improve their stiffness and toughness.
Recently, poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM) hydrogels reinforced with nano-fibrillated cellulose (NFC) fibers were developed as permanent load-bearing implants [19] . A composite approach was adopted allowing the hydrogel to be injected and cured in situ in one-pot. Moreover, physical and mechanical properties of the hydrogel could be tuned by varying the concentration of reinforcement [20] . The long-term reliability of the hydrogel composite was evaluated under high-cyclic fatigue loading. Specifically, 10 million compression cycles at 20% strain were applied [21] . As for other tough hydrogels based on double network [22, 23] , a softening behavior appeared after the first loading cycle [21, 24] , demonstrated by an initial decrease of 10% of the elastic modulus. Furthermore, low-cycle fatigue tests showed that the softening appeared for strain lower or equal to the maximum strain ever applied. This phenomenon is usually referred to the Mullins effect and is mostly related to some breaking of bonds or re-arrangement of the material microstructure [22, 25, 26] . Those changes in the material may affect also other properties such as the swelling ratio [21] or the toughness [27] . However only a few studies evaluated the evolution of different mechanical or physical properties of hydrogels under cyclic loading [28] . Recently, fatigue fracture were performed on simple [29] , double network [30, 31] and self-recovery hydrogels [32] with the conclusion that the fracture behavior of the tested hydrogels is sensitive to fatigue loading. In particular, the fracture energy of double network hydrogel progressively reduces after each loading cycles.
Since PEGDM-NFC hydrogel composite shows similar softening behavior to double network hydrogels, we expected that its fracture properties would be reduced as well after being cyclically loaded. To clarify this and to understand the governing phenomena behind the observed Mullins effect, we evaluated in this work the fracture properties of PEGDM-NFC hydrogel composite and investigated how cyclic loading affects the fracture strength and energy of pre-notched samples, the distribution of the strain fields and the microstructure of the hydrogel. For that purpose, a multiscale analysis was adopted as represented in Fig. 1 . The swollen hydrogel composites were either cyclically preloaded or not before to perform fracture tests (Fig. 1a) . The overall fracture properties of the hydrogels were then measured with a single edge notch test (Fig. 1e) . In parallel, digital image correlation (DIC) analysis was performed at macro-and microscopic level (Fig. 1d ) in order to obtain local information about the distribution of strain fields. Finally, the morphology of the NFC network in the hydrogel composites was observed after different preloading conditions with fluorescence confocal microscopy (Fig. 1b) .
Materials and methods

Materials
20 kDa Poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (PEGDM) was purchased by Polysciences (ref. 25406-25, Germany). Nano-fibrillated cellulose (NFC) from bleached softwood pulp (Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF), Zellstoff Stendal, Germany) were prepared as reported in [20] . SEM analysis shows that the NFC measure a few micrometers with a diameters in the range of 2-100 nm [33] .
Hydrogel synthesis
Hydrogels were synthesized according to an established protocol [20] . Distilled water was added to 10 wt% of PEGDM, 0.5 vol.% of NFC fibers and 0.1 g ml 1 % of Irgacure 2959 (BASF). The precursor of hydrogels composite was then mixed with the Ultra Turrax (IKA T25 digital, SN 25 10G) at 12'000 RPS for 30 min and degassed at 20 mbar to remove air bubbles. The homogenized precursor was casted in Teflon molds and covered with microscope slides before to cure for 30 min under UV-light irradiation with an ultra violet lamp (AxonLab) at a wavelength of 365 nm and an intensity of 5 mW cm 2 . The geometries of the molds are shown in the supplementary on Fig. S1 . The molds for single edge notch test are rectangular with the size of 30 mm ⇥ 15 mm ⇥ 2 mm (length ⇥ width ⇥ depth), while the dog bone molds used for simple tensile test measure 11 mm ⇥ 5 mm ⇥ 2 mm.
The neat hydrogel corresponds to 10 wt% PEGDM hydrogel without NFC. All samples were tested in swollen state. The swelling ratios calculated from Eq. (1) are 165 ± 6% and 79 ± 9% for neat hydrogels and hydrogel composites respectively.
Swelling ratio (%) = 100⇤(V swollen V as synthesised )/V as synthesised (1) 
Cyclic tensile loading
Cyclic tensile loading was performed on swollen neat hydrogels and hydrogel composites with the tensile machine (5 kN Zwicky equipped with a 100 N load cell, Zwick Roell, Germany) at a constant strain rate of 0.023 1/s. The strain applied on dog bone samples, which corresponds to the relative deformations of their straight parts, started at 30% and was progressively increased by 20% up to 110%.
Preloading of hydrogels
Cyclic tensile loading was performed on swollen neat hydrogels and hydrogel composites with the tensile machine Zwicky at a constant strain rate of 0.023 1/s. Rectangular samples underwent five cycles at different maximal applied strains: 30%, 50% or 70%.
Tensile loading under optical microscope
Dog bone samples were mounted on a miniature tensile stage (Linkam TST350) and placed under an optical microscope (Olympus BX60). Five cycles were performed on hydrogels at 0.5 mm/s up to 50% applied strain. At each increase of 2% of applied strain, individual images of the deformed hydrogel surfaces were taken with a resolution of 0.67 µm/pixel.
Single edge notch test
Single edge notch test was performed on rectangular swollen preloaded and non-preloaded neat hydrogels and hydrogel composites with the tensile machine Zwicky. Preloaded samples underwent 5 tensile cycles at constant strain rate of 0.023 1/s, which corresponds to a displacement rate of 0.5 mm/s, up to different applied strains (30%, 50% and 70%) before a 3 mm crack was cut with a scalpel in the hydrogels (Fig. 1c) . The samples were then loaded at 0.5 mm/s until rupture. In parallel, the test was recorded with a camera videoXtens (Zwick/Roell) at a 25 fps with a resolution of 0.1 mm/pixel. The images were used to determine and calculate the variation of the cross-sectional area during the test, providing the true stress.
The fracture strength of notched samples was defined as the maximum stress of the true stress-strain curve, the crack initiation energy density represents the area under the stress-strain curve until the first peak and the fracture energy is defined when critical energy release rate G c is reached. G c was characterized with Eq. (2) [14] .
where c is the initial crack length and W s ( c ) is the stored energy density of an un-notched sample under the critical stretch c . The critical energy release rate G c is calculated when the stretch c reaches the first peak of the stress-strain curve of a notched sample
Digital image correlation analysis
Graphit 33 (Kontakt Chemie, Germany) was sprayed on the surface of notched samples to make a fine, randomly and homogeneously distributed speckles pattern. To obtain a finer speckles pattern for DIC at the microscopic level, a drop of Graphit 33 dissolved in isopropanol was deposited on the surface of dog bone samples and wipe a few seconds later with a lens cleaning tissue. Images of the resulting speckles pattern are shown in the Supplementary on Fig. S2 . DIC analysis was then performed with the open source software ncorr V1.2 on Matlab R2016b. The references images were taken when the applied load reached 0.04 N.
Fluorescence confocal microscopy
The morphology of the NFC fibers was observed in their native environment with an invert fluorescent confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 700) equipped with a 20⇥ lens and a laser of 405 nm. The hydrogel composite was placed for at least 6 h in 0.2 g/l Calcofluor White stain (Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, CH) and 4 vol.% of 10 wt% potassium hydroxide in order to dye the NFC fibers. The elastic tensile modulus was determined by a linear regression between 10% and 15% applied strains. It significantly increases from 19 ± 0.6 kPa to 118 ± 3.6 kPa when 0.5 wt% NFC fibers are added to the PEGDM matrix. However, the hydrogel composite becomes softer after the first loading cycle before to remain constant until that the maximum strain previously applied is exceeded, whereas no difference due to cyclic loading is observed for the neat hydrogel.
Results & discussion
Cyclic tensile loading and mullins effect
A previous study [21] made on the same hydrogels revealed a similar behavior in compression and identified it as a Mullins effect. Nevertheless, we observed that, after the first drop of the elastic modulus value, the hydrogel composites withstand 10 million loading cycles at 20% strain.
However, it is not clear how the hydrogel composites behave during the damage progression. In our previous study, we suggested that cyclic loading on hydrogel composites caused internal damages on the NFC fiber network [21] . Consequently, the fracture properties of a preloaded hydrogel composite would be expected to decrease because a large amount of the mechanical energy input is dissipated during preloading, especially during the first loading cycle as demonstrated by the large hysteresis loop during the first loading-unloading cycle [30, 31] . Since no difference was observed on neat hydrogels, the main source for the dissipated energy originated probably from the disintegration of hydrogen bonds of the NFC network (bonds between cellulose-cellulose or between PEGDM-cellulose) [1] , from interfacial friction, and from the deformation of NFC fibers.
To better understand the fracture behavior of this material, single notch edge tests were performed on neat hydrogels and hydrogel composites being preloaded or not.
Single edge notch test on hydrogels with and without preloading
Since most softening happens at the first cycle, rectangular hydrogel samples were preloaded 5 times before to create a notch in the material and to perform the single edge notch test. Fig. 2c and d show the corresponding fracture behavior of non-preloaded or preloaded neat hydrogel and hydrogel composites.
With or without preloading, the fracture strength of notched samples increases more than 10 times with the presence of NFC fibers. The significant improvement is due to (i) the 5 times larger elastic modulus of the hydrogel composites and most probably to (ii) some fibers bridging. Moreover, preloading of hydrogel composites clearly affects their fracture behavior, whereas no difference is detected for neat hydrogels. Fig. 3 shows the fracture strength of notched samples, the crack initiation energy, and the fracture energy of several non-preloaded and preloaded hydrogel composites at 30%, 50% and 70% applied strain. Note that the fracture strength is conventionally designed for un-notched samples, while the fracture strength reported on Fig. 3a are measured on notched samples. The creation of a crack reduces therefore significantly their strength and stretchability [34, 35] . The fracture energy is commonly used to describe the fracture properties of any materials. It represents the amount of strain energy required to propagate a crack in a pre-notched samples.
The fracture energy of non-preloaded hydrogels, 223 ± 10 J/m 2 ( Fig. 3c) , is in the range of conventional hydrogel composites [36] . Similar to the results obtained on fatigue fracture for double network hydrogels [30, 31] , the fracture energy decreases progressively with the applied strain during preloading. This behavior was anticipated because of the Mullins effect. Indeed, an increasing softening will reduce the stored energy in an un-notched sample and consequently the available fracture energy (see Eq. (2)). Note that the residual strain after 5 cycles is consequent. Therefore, the stress-strain curves were recalibrated for the calculation of the fracture energy.
However, the fracture strength S of non-preloaded samples is around 75 ± 7 kPa and surprisingly increases up to 90 ± 7 kPa when 30% strain is applied as preloading. Similarly, the crack initiation energy W, based on notched samples only, increases by 27% when 50% strain is applied as preloading. However, after 50% applied strain, the overall fracture properties start to deteriorate indicating that the hydrogel composite has undergone some irreversible damage.
Several damage phenomena such as fiber bridging, fiber network re-arrangement and decohesion at interfaces may explain the observed variations of fracture strengths, crack initiation and fracture energies. To investigate these phenomena, a multiscale approach was adopted. As a first step, digital image correlation (DIC) analysis was performed in parallel to the single notch edge test to obtain local information on the strain field, in particular around the crack tip [27, 37, 38] .
Distribution of strain fields at macroscopic scale
About 150 images were extracted from the video recorded during the single notch edge test and analyzed with DIC. Fig. 4 shows the Eulerian strain field in the loading direction around the crack tip of hydrogel composites when the crack starts to propagate. Further DIC images at different crack propagation stages can be found in the Supplementary on Fig. S3 . The different preloading conditions affect the distribution of the strain fields. This field is qualitatively larger for preloaded hydrogels as shown on Fig. 4 . It seems that more regions can deform at higher strains meaning Up to 50% applied strain the fracture strengths and crack initiation energies increase while the fracture energy decreases. that more energy can be absorbed and distributed in the material. Since more energy is required for its propagation, crack initiation and propagation are delayed in preloaded materials. In order to explore in more details the complex distribution of strain fields, DIC were performed at the microscopic scale on dog bone hydrogel samples [37] .
Distribution of the strain fields at microscopic scale
Considering the size of the NFC fibers (a few micrometers in length [33] ), the strain field at the microscopic scale may significantly be influenced in every direction. Therefore, the Lagrangian hydrostatic strain field of un-notched composite and neat hydrogels was observed at the microscopic level (Fig. 5) . The dog bone samples were fixed on a miniature tensile machine, placed under an optical microscope and cyclic loaded at 50% strain along the xaxis. In parallel, about 30 pictures were extracted at cycle 1 and 5. Fig. 5a and b present the local distribution of strain fields observed in the center of dog bone hydrogel composites at 25% applied strain in cycle 1 and 5. Further DIC images at different applied strains are shown in the Supplementary on Fig. S4 . The strain field of the hydrogel composite is inhomogeneous in comparison to the one of the neat hydrogel. Indeed, the local hydrostatic strain varies from 0.1 to 0.7. The inhomogeneity is probably related to the NFC fibers distribution. Since NFC fibers are 100'000 time stiffer (E = 1.7 GPa [33] ) than the PEGDM matrix (E = 20 ± 0.6 kPa), the fibers, in particular the larger ones, that are oriented in the loading direction (x-axis) limit significantly local deformations (blue regions) as suggested on Fig. 1b and mentioned as well by another study [39] . The stress around those large fibers is therefore expected to be high.
Moreover, similar to the above macroscopic results, more regions deform at higher strains in preloaded composites. After loading, compression and tensile regions appear in the hydrogel composite as shown on Fig. 5c . Since no difference is observed in the neat hydrogel (Fig. 5d) , the NFC fiber network probably underwent some re-arrangement after the first loading cycle. Furthermore, a previous study showed that the fiber network is probably prestrained after swelling, because (i) the hydrogel composite swells less than the neat hydrogel and (ii) the swelling ratio of the hydrogel composite increases after mechanical tests [21] . Therefore, mechanical loading may also relax some internal stresses in the composite. In order to support the obtained results, the morphology of the studied material was observed with fluorescence confocal microscopy. Fig. 6a and b represent Z-projection and color coded hyperstack images presenting the evolution of the NFC network inside the same hydrogel composite after different preloading conditions: 0%, 30%, 50% and 70% applied strains. The images are taken in the center area of the dog bone sample. The distance between each frame is 0.75 µm. Each color corresponds to a specific depth and give thus information on the space distribution of the fiber network. The corresponding 3D projections are shown in Movie 1-4 in the Supplementary.
Direct observation of the NFC morphology
As shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. S5 in the Supplementary, the natural fibers vary in size, morphology and local space distribution. Consequently, their behavior under deformation is expected to differ as well, which explains the observed heterogeneity of the distribution of the strain fields at the microscopic level in Fig. 5a and b.
As shown on Fig. 6a , the hydrogel composite keeps the global three dimensional microstructure of the NFC fibers after being cyclically preloaded (see Movie 5 in the supplementary). However, a small expansion and local modifications of the fiber network appear after preloading. The main damage mechanism is related to the larger fibers oriented in the loading direction that underwent permanent deformations after cyclic loading. The Fig. 6b shows their gradual changes in morphology. They probably reached either their failure strength or their elastic limit, which is expressed by the buckling of some NFC fibers. Indeed, after removal of the load, the hydrogel composite returns to its initial position and compresses the freshly elongated fibers that consequently deformes out of their initial planes. The observed damage is favored with the applied strain, inducing a decrease of the elastic modulus and fracture energy. Especially, the overall fracture properties start to deteriorate after 50% preloading strain because of the to high level of damage.
The NFC fibers are subjected to similar deformations around the crack tip. To observe this, a notch was created in non-preloaded hydrogel. After being dyed with Calcofluor white stain, the notched hydrogel was stretched to propagate the crack a few millimeters and a piece of paper was placed in the crack to keep it slightly open before placing the hydrogel under the confocal microscope. The resulting Z-projections are shown on Fig. 7 and the corresponding 3D projections in the Movie 6 and 7 in the Supplementary. The morphology of fibers close to the cracks surface suggests that the fibers underwent permanent deformation as well when the crack propagated. Moreover, the cracks circumvented large NFC fibers (Fig. 7A) , pulled out (Fig. 7B) or broke (Fig. 7C ) some NFC fibers. These observations demonstrate the importance of fibers morphology and bridging phenomena on the toughness of hydrogel composites. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 7 , fibers larger than 20 µm in diameters certainly provide a strong bridging effect and thus contribute to the composite toughness.
This study shows that cyclic loading re-arranges locally the fiber network (Fig. 1a and 1b, Fig. 6 ). During the first loading cycle, some NFC fibers deform plastically or break, which dissipate energy as showed with the large hysteresis of the stress-strain curve in Fig. 2b . In the second loading cycle, the hydrogel dissipates much less energy because the re-arranged and/or broken fibers are relaxed. The altered NFC network reduces therefore the available energy for fracture in the hydrogel composite and its overall elastic modulus (Figs. 1e, 2b, 3c ) but also relaxes some internal stresses. Consequently, the stress concentration around those fibers is diminished and somehow homogenized. As DIC results suggest, the material can deform more easily around these affected regions. During the single edge notch test, the strain is concentrated around the crack tip. In such inhomogeneous strain field conditions, the local energy is related to the strain level. Thus, the energy around the crack tip is higher than elsewhere in the material. DIC results show that the strain distribution around the crack tip becomes larger after cyclic loading. Since more regions in the preloaded material are deformed at higher strains, more energy can be absorbed and distributed in the material strain before the crack starts to propagate (Figs. 1d, 4, 5) . Therefore, up to preloading strain level where damage starts to dominate (cf. above 50% applied strain), preloading increases the total crack initiation energy W (Fig. 3b) and the fracture strength S (Figs. 1e, 3a) of notched samples in contrast to the fracture energy.
Conclusion
The presence of NFC fibers in PEGDM matrix significantly increases the stiffness and the toughness of the hydrogels. However, similar to the Mullins effect, the hydrogel composite becomes softer after the first loading cycle before to reach a constant mechanical behavior. Preloading the hydrogel composite up to 50% applied strain surprisingly increases the fracture strength of notched samples and the crack initiation energy by more than 20%, while the corresponding fracture energy decreases.
The results on fibers visualization show that cyclic preloading re-arrange the fiber network, relaxing and reducing residual stresses in the hydrogel composite. The re-arrangement and deformation of the nano-fibrillated cellulose fibers decrease somehow the macroscopic elastic modulus and correspondingly the fracture energy. However, it helps the hydrogel composite to accommodate larger strains before the crack starts to propagate, which subsequently improves the fracture strength and the total crack initiation energy of pre-notched sample.
At more than 50% of applied preloading strain, relaxation and re-arrangement of the fibers network start to be dominated by their damage and failure.
